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Royal Canadian Navy Photo

Royal Canadian Navy F2H-3 Banshee jet fighters over HMCS Bonaventure in 1960.
The McDonnell Banshee jets were the first and only jet aircraft flown by the RCN.
One such Banshee is proudly on display at the Naval Museum of Alberta.

“The Ensign”
has risen to fly again!

The term management disappeared from the
vernacular as the executive began to reconfigure itself into a support organization.
Studies were carried out and revised.
Revision after revision were examined and
evaluated. In the process some of the day-

Terry Thompson

aside awaiting the definition of the configu-

I

t is fitting that as a new year settles in, The

Ensign have been published, bringing news

Ensign has once again hit the streets fol-

of the activities of the society and its mem-

It is unfortunate that during this process

lowing an unplanned absence from circu-

bers to a wide sector of the Calgary military

two of the major communication vehicles

community.

developed by the NMAS were eased down to

lation. Not to excuse this lapse, but a few
words of explanation seem appropriate.

The Ensign has provided us with factual

ration of the new board.

lower levels on the priority list.

The Ensign began its life somewhat in-

accounts of naval veterans of World War II

The Ensign, our long and distinguished

auspiciously in January 1992 with its first is-

and more recent conflicts in which the Royal

clarion, fell by the wayside. It was quickly

sue. It was labelled “Vol. 1, No. 2.” No one

Canadian Navy has been involved. We have

followed if not led by our NMAS website

seems to know why the first issue was No.

advertised and recorded social events; we

succumbing to inattention and becoming

2 including the venerable George Moore,

have improved our knowledge and that of

redundant.

former President of the Tecumseh Historical

others of naval history, and we have been

There is no excuse for this and none is in-

Society (genesis of the NMAS) and editor/

provided with museum updates and other

tended. Simply stated, over a period of four–

publisher of the first Ensign that has become

items of information that otherwise may

years during the transition phase from old

an icon of the NMAS.

never have reached many of our less active

to new, there were too few hands attempting

George and his lovely wife Gloria now

members. All of this was made possible

too many tasks.

reside in Kamloops and George, when not

through this most important means of com-

helping Gloria with the housework, still re-

munication.

It is remarkable that the society achieved
so much in such a short period of time.

mains the ‘head honcho’ and general ‘jack

As the transition from our historical lo-

While some areas of routine activity as a

of all trades’ of Cascade Creek Publishing,

cation at HMCS Tecumseh to our glittering

society suffered, in other areas the society

which has, since moving, spread its wings

new facility on Crowchild Trail took place,

has successfully accomplished a smooth but

and become very active in that community

more than just location changed. DND took

complex transition.

and surrounding area.

over the responsibility for the day-to-day

Now it is time to pick up the pieces and

A solid member of the Calgary naval

management of the museum as intended.

return to the things we can do well to sup-

community since moving to Calgary with

Management and fund raising structures

port our museum … now run by the Depart-

Canadian Pacific in 1984, George published

changed and our Society became a singular

ment of National Defence.

The Ensign initially in return for a tax receipt.

support body to the Naval Museum of Al-

It was Wayne Holmes, a former President

berta (NMA).
In 2008, the NMAS began the process of

siastic support of the board of directors, that

redefining itself within the TMM structure.

of the NMAS.
Compensation for the timely publication

grateful.
Prior to the 2010 winter issue, twenty volumes consisting of four issues each of The

vation.

Tom Glover

of our newsletter today is significantly below
Naval Museum of Alberta Society is ever

site, currently under consideration for reno-

Chairman’s Report

fairly compensated for his dedicated support

the going commercial rates and for that the

One of those pieces is this new issue of
The Ensign; another piece: the NMAS web-

of the NMAS, who decreed with the enthuthe publisher of our newsletter should be
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to-day NMAS support functions were set

T

he Naval Museum of Alberta Society

are now five Honorary Directors, one newly

(NMAS) enters the new year 2012

elected to the position.

with a new Board of twelve Direc-

Going forward, we anticipate real prog-

tors, six newly elected. In addition, there

ress with the enactment of the Strategic Plan
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presented by our President at the Annual

quired to enable us to meet this challenge.

hand, our concerns with this action and to

General Meeting held on November 22,

Thanks to all those of our Society who

explore ways ahead. While no specific com-

2011. There is a need for the new Board to

continue to serve as Watchkeepers at the

mitments were made with respect to the

demonstrate the real purpose of the now-

Naval Museum of Alberta.

display, Capt(N) Couturier left with a much

transformed NMAS in order for it to gain
greater support for its endeavours. Contri-

Best wishes for a Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year!

bution from all Board members will be re-

better appreciation of the situation. He also
made a personal commitment to me to work
together to improve the relationship be-

President’s Report
25th AGM - 22 November 2011

tween our two organizations. Shortly after
that meeting, Mr. Arbuckle was replaced by
Dr. Richard Gimblett, a noted naval historian and author. As an “Acting” Director, Dr.
Gimblett made it a point to come to Calgary
to reestablish a good working relationship

Earle Shirley

T

with NMAS. To that end he has indicated
that the Navy is fully prepared to sign the
draft MOU between the NMAS and the Na-

his past year has been, in some re-

our Board. Additionally, she held the role

vy’s Directorate of History and Heritage. We

spects, a challenging one for our

as coordinator for articles going into The En-

are now waiting for Dr. Gimblett to be con-

Society. We continue in our tran-

sign newsletter. To all of you, we are sincere-

firmed in his position in order to complete

sition from a museum–operating

ly grateful for the immense contributions

the signatures.

organization to a society with a new mission,

you have made as well as the dedication you

As a further indication of an improved

which will be discussed later on. We could

have displayed to the Naval Museum of Al-

relationship, Dr. Gimblett approved the cre-

not have achieved what we did without the

berta Society. Thank you.

ation of a joint NMAS–NMA team to de-

significant contributions of our member vol-

Our Executive Director, Murray Bialek,

velop, construct and install a new updated

unteers, our staff and our directors. Before

has also decided to resign from the NMAS.

Battle of the Atlantic exhibit, and funding

I get into our accomplishments, I would like

Over the years, Murray has been a dedicated

has been set aside in the NMA budget for

to thank some of the people who were sig-

hard worker for us. He has been instrumen-

that project. Soon, we hope to be able to

nificant contributors to our achievements.

tal in managing our day-to-day affairs and

create a team of people with the knowledge,

After many years of dedicated service to

has been an asset to our Society and to the

skills and time to begin developing the con-

our Society, a number of directors have de-

Calgary naval community. I would like to

cept. Given the original donation, it is ex-

cided to step down. Glenn Hardie has been

extend our sincere gratitude to Murray for

pected that the new exhibit would be named

an integral member of our Society; as Presi-

his service and wish him well in his future

in honour of Mr. Seamen.

dent he provided excellent leadership as we

endeavours.

Another item that received discussion

handed over the operation of the museum to

I will now provide you with an update of

last year was the disposition of the Korean

what is once again the Royal Canadian Navy.

some of our achievements over the past year.

War Memorial. Greg McKenzie took charge

His guidance and direction were instru-

At the last AGM, the membership expressed

of the file and over a period of some months,

mental in the move of the museum from its

substantial concerns over the removal and

was able to conduct a number of discus-

original location to this tremendous facility.

destruction of the Battle of the Atlantic dis-

sions with various people, especialy with

Greg McKenzie started with us in the dual

play. Since that meeting, a number of things

some Korean War veterans. As a result of

capacity as President of the Calgary Mili-

have occurred. First, Mr. Arbuckle provided

all that input, as well as conversations with

tary Museums Society and as Vice-President

us with a letter in which he accepted full re-

representatives of Canada Lands, the City of

of our Society. In the latter role, his steady

sponsibility for the display. Then, in Febru-

Calgary, the Poppy Fund and The Military

hand and respectful leadership has served

ary of this year, Mr. Arbuckle and his boss,

Museums, Greg submitted a motion to the

the NMAS exceptionally well and he has

Captain(N) Gilles Couturier, DGMSM,

NMAS Board to have the monument relo-

been a tremendous support to me, person-

came to Calgary and met with the NMAS

cated to the grounds of TMM. We would

ally. Linda Bialek, our outgoing Secretary,

Board executive. The purpose of that meet-

like to thank the CNVA and other mem-

has been an excellent recording secretary for

ing was to provide Capt(N) Couturier, first

bers of the Calgary naval community who
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stepped up to coordinate the actual move.

out of the hazard area, and even picking up

floors and surfaces. This work would not

Earlier this past fall, a rededication ceremo-

the pizza and burgers for us on the cleaning

have been successful had it not been for the

ny took place here and the Korean Monu-

days. He did all of this while still managing

volunteers from the Calgary Branch of the

ment is installed outside the southwest cor-

other day-to-day affairs from home or the

Navy League of Canada, the Navy League

ner of the building next to Crowchild Trail.

TMM.

Cadet Corps Captain Jackson and the Roy-

Probably the most challenging event for this

Cleaning was conducted over several

al Canadian Sea Cadet Corps Undaunted.

year was the refurbishing and display of the

weekends in August. It included washing

Upon completion, from over twenty-two

3” 70 gun that you now see here in the mu-

samples taken throughout the building,

seum. The transportation of this gun from

qualitative “Lead Check” sampling revealed

Halifax to our shop in the Old Building was

that with the exception of only one location,

no small feat. Once it arrived, museum vol-

no lead was present. While we did lose one

unteers then picked up tools, turned to and

tenant as a result of this event (CMMS), the

transformed an old rusted pile of steel into

cadets were able to re-enter the building just

the fine artifact now on display. And it is not

in time to start the 2011-12 training year.

quite finished yet—the barrels are being fab-

A final set of quantitative sampling was

ricated and will be added soon.
As it turned out, the restoration of the 3” 70 mounting did not
present our biggest challenge this
year. However, it did contribute

conducted earlier this month by ASU. At the

Directors for 2012
Tom Glover ~ Chairman

the results.
Another significant achievement
for our Society has been the secur-

to it. Shortly after it arrived, the

Earle Shirley ~ President

ing of a safe and proper place for our

local Area Support Unit decided

Ken Sivertsen ~ Vice President

Burgess Library and Macpherson

that it should test for possible lead
contamination. The results showed

Lorne Hanson ~ Treasurer

Archives. Thanks to the diligent
work of Greg McKenzie and our

that not only was there a significant

Scott Hausberg ~ Secretary

Honorary Director Terry Thomp-

amount of lead on the gun itself,

Johanne Aylett ~ Director

son, a letter of agreement between

but there were several surface locations throughout our building that
contained elevated levels of lead.
When I was informed of this by the
ASU commander, I immediately
ordered the building quarantined
to ensure there would be absolutely no threat to public safety or
health. Over the following months,

Dave Brown ~ Director
Bill Buchanan ~ Director
Scott Hanwell ~ Director
Kay Luna ~ Director
Nancy Olmstead ~ Director
Bob Ramage ~ Director

I worked closely with our Executive

Merritt Chisholm ~ Honorary Director

Director who diligently put togeth-

Glenn Hardie ~ Honorary Director

er a plan to clean the entire building. This included getting quotes

Laraine Orthlieb ~ Director

the NMAS and the University of
Calgary has been signed, which will
see the library and archives located
here at the TMM. Just a couple of
weeks ago, over 120 boxes of books
were moved from our old building
to the U of C’s library here in the
TMM. We will soon be looking for
volunteers to help unpack the boxes
and put the books on shelves. We
are still working on how to get all
of our archival material transferred.
Finally, although I will speak

from professional cleaners, advice

Terry Thompson ~ Honorary Director

in more detail about it in a later

from HAZMAT and environmen-

Bill Wilson ~ Honorary Director

agenda item, I would like to say just

tal experts, training volunteers on
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time of writing, we are still awaiting

a word or two about our Strategic

how to clean and remove hazardous mate-

with detergent, rinsing, using special clean-

Plan. As I mentioned at the beginning of

rials, purchasing and renting a wide range

ers like “Lead Dissolve,” and vacuuming

these remarks, we are looking forward to

of equipment and specialized cleaning sup-

with special HEPA vacuums. All areas of the

becoming a new kind of Society; one that fo-

plies, developing the cleaning plan, building

building were cleaned from the roof beams

cuses on more than just running a museum.

a safe area so volunteers could move in and

to the work benches, equipment and all

A lot of work has gone into the development
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Thirty-five members of the
Naval Museum of Alberta
Society attended the 25th
Annual General Meeting in
the new museum, November
22nd, 2011.

of a new Strategic Plan that will set the direction for our new Society. It builds on the
strengths of our existing membership and
anticipates your continuing support. But, as
well, it offers new directions, new goals to attract other new members who are interested
in telling the story of Canada’s navy—the
Royal Canadian Navy. We will have more
on that in a few minutes.

ings, came up with the plan you will shortly

and have made some significant accomplishment.

For now, I would like to thank one of our

read more about. Thank you all for your

past directors, Mike Ervin, who chaired our

hard work and for sticking it out with me

original Strategic Planning Committee and

during those sessions.

lays out how we will continue to grow as a

was responsible for getting us going. Then,

In conclusion, it has been a challeng-

the entire Board of Directors picked up the

ing year for the Naval Museum of Alberta

challenge and over a series of special meet-

Society, but we have met those challenges

NMAS Executive
Director Resigns

M

urray Bialek, the Society’s stalwart Executive Director, has decided to step down after many years
of dedicated service to not only the NMAS, but
to Calgary’s naval community as a whole.
Shortly after retiring from both teaching and the Naval Reserve, Murray was searching for a place to contribute his skills
and energy.
The NMAS was very fortunate he decided to come on board
and help during an especially challenging time in our history.
Murray played a key role in transition of the museum from its
former location at HMCS Tecumseh to its present site at The
Military Museums in Calgary.
As Executive Director, Murray ably assumed the roles and
responsibilities of several positions of former museum staff
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In addition, we now have a road map that
Society—one with a new vision and lots of
opportunities for all of our members.

and volunteers. He very quickly became the key contact for
the NMAS. During his time with us he advanced his curatorial skills to our mutual benefit.
He was an excellent representative for the Society, establishing multiple contacts with organizations like the Alberta Museums Association and the Organization of Military Museums
of Canada.
Murray was an exceptionally hard worker, dedicating much
of his free time to the betterment of the Society as well as the
Museum.
For the past several years Murray has also been President of
the Calgary Branch of The Naval Officers Association of Canada. While he has decided to move on from the Naval Museum
of Alberta Society, we are certain that Murray will remain a
strong and supportive member of Calgary’s naval community.
We will certainly miss him at the NMAS, but we wish both
he and Linda all the best as they pursue new adventures during
his ‘retirement.’
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NMAS has a new strategic plan

O

n September 20th, 2011,
the Naval Museum of Alberta Society Board approved a new strategic
plan for the Society. This new plan was
in response to the significant changes
over the last few years and articulates
our core values, our mission, our vision
and three over-arching strategic objectives. With the move to The Military
Museums complex, NMAS was no longer in the business of operating a museum. NMAS artefacts and displays
are now on loan to the Naval Museum
of Canada / Naval Museum of Alberta
and NMAS does not handle the day-today operation of a museum. While this
change has been hugely successful in
increasing the exposure of Canada’s naval heritage to the general public, it has
forced NMAS to re-evaluate its reason
for being.
In January, the Board’s strategic planning committee presented recommendations for a new strategic direction for
the Society. Mike Ervin and his committee put a great deal of work into defining new roles for the Society and this
led to a series of Board retreats to refine
these into a new strategic plan.
The first aspect of the new strategic
plan is to define why we exist. This is
laid out in our core value, our mission
and our vision (see the sidebars for definitions of each of these). Everything the
Society does going forward must support our core value, mission and vision.
Building on our value, mission and
vision, the Board approved three high
level strategic objectives (once again,
please see the sidebars). These objectives say what we will do to meet our
mission and vision. Specific initiatives
supporting our strategic objectives will
be defined in the Society’s business plan.
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uu Our core value
We believe that the Canadian naval story, past and
present, is exciting, engaging and worth telling.

uu Our mission
Our mission is to tell the story of Canada’s navy.

uu Our vision
Our vision is a community that is informed, excited
about and engaged with Canada’s navy and its naval
heritage.

uu Strategic objective #1
Enable the development and provision of educational
awareness programs that tell Canada’s naval story.

uu Strategic objective #2
Promote and support the Naval Museum of Canada
(NMC) and Calgary’s The Military Museums.

uu Strategic objective #3
Liaise with local, national and international
organizations to tell Canada’s naval story.
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uu What’s next?
The Board’s adoption of a new strategic plan is just the beginning; there
are many more things that must happen before the society is actually able
to adopt this new direction.
Here’s a short list of future actions:
n A new statement of purpose was
approved at the 2011 AGM. That
statement now needs to be registered with the Province.

n Changes will likely be required to
the Society’s bylaws.
n The Board will need to build short
and medium term business plans
laying out the initiatives that will be
pursued, how they support our
strategic objectives, how they will
be resourced (volunteers and dol
lars), how we will measure whether
they were successful, etc.

NMAS honors
members’
contribution

NMAS President Earle Shirley (left)
presents the 2011 Volunteer of the Year
Award to Ian Christie. Ian worked
countless hours throughout the year
as a museum watchkeeper, tour guide
and special event host.

NMAS directors debate the new strategic plan at a Saturday retreat in June 2011.

Navy vets meet Will and Kate

O

n Friday, July 8th, the Duke and
Dutchess of Cambridge (Will
and Kate) were in attendance at Rotary
Challenger Park. As this was a military
event, the VIP section comprised veterans and their partners. A significant
number of CNVA and NMAS members were on hand. Those who arrived
several hours before the event to secure
front row seats were rewarded with a
great view and met not only Will and
Kate, but also the Governor General,
the Lieutenant-Governor, the Prime
Minister and the Premier. In the photo,
NMAS President Earle Shirley chats
with the Duchess of Cambridge.
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NMAS President Earle Shirley (right)
presents an Appreciation Award to
Past President Glenn Hardie in recognition of his many years of service to
the Society. Appreciation awards were
also presented to the Navy League
Calgary Branch and RCSCC Undaunted for their help in the lead cleanup
activities. (Our apologies for the quality of the photo. Pub.)
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The Three Musketeers
By David S. Williams
Royal Vancouver Yacht Club

Author’s Note – This article is in celebration of the 100th anniversary

some repute, having competed in sailing races in Vancouver when

of the Royal Canadian Navy. It is a story of the exploits of three Royal

he joined the navy at the outbreak of war in 1939. Like many others

Vancouver Yacht Club (RVYC) members who served in the navy in

training as officers at the Naval Division there, he was sent to Eng-

World War II. Many members of the RVYC participated in all of the

land on loan to the Royal Navy in March 1940. Asked by the inter-

armed services in various conflicts. The following narrative describes

view panel if he’d been sailing all his life, he responded, “No sir, only

three of them, but the contribution of all of those who served should be

since I was five.” Maitland first saw sea duty on an armed merchant

recognized by our members. DSW

ship, surviving an air attack and taking part in the capture of several

M

enemy vessels. In 1941 he was posted as a First Lieutenant aboard a
any members of the RVYC fought with distinction in

Motor Gun Boat.

World War II, but certainly the most colourful were

LCdr Cornelius Burke was another notable character in the Cana-

‘The Three Musketeers:’ LCdr J. Douglas ‘Wimpy’1 Mait-

dian Navy. He was seldom restrained by regulations; evidence of this

land, DSC and Bar and Croix de Guerre with Palm; LCdr Cornelius

was smuggling his new bride onto the troop transport that was tak-

‘Corny’ Burke, DSC and Bar;

ing him to England in 1940 by

and, Lt ‘Tommy’ Ladner, DSC

bribing a transportation officer

and Bar.

These three RVYC

with a bottle of scotch. His first

members attended school to-

assignment was to demolish

gether, sailed boats together,

the locks and harbour installa-

but enlisted in the navy inde-

tions in Le Havre, an unnerv-

pendently.

By coincidence,

ing task since in his own words

each made the choice of serv-

he, “hardly knew one end of the

ing on swift coastal craft called

fuse from the other.” During

Motor Gun Boats (MGBs) and

WWII with the RCN’s Coastal

were slightly surprised when

Forces, commanding both Mo-

they found themselves assigned

tor Torpedo and Motor Gun

to the same flotilla.

boats (MTBs and MGBs),2 he

During the Sicilian and Ital-

fought many fierce actions at

ian campaigns, they earned

close range with enemy forces

their decorations and several

in the Adriatic, Mediterranean,

Mentions-in-Despatches

with

North Sea and English Chan-

successful raids on enemy ship-

nel. ‘Corny’ Burke was one of

ping and for bombarding shore

a daring band of Canadians in

batteries. Their raids were so

the MGB flotillas of WWII.

numerous and successful that

‘Tommy’ Ladner joined the

‘Corny’ Burke earned himself

navy in 1939. After basic train-

the title of ‘Robin Hood of the

ing he was sent on loan to the

Adriatic.’

Royal Navy in the early part of

The trio’s exploits

are the subject of the fascinat-

‘THE THREE MUSKETEERS’ - Left to Right: Thomas

aboard an armed merchant-

“Champagne Navy.”

Ladner, Douglas Maitland and Cornelius Burke.

man which was torpedoed 100

Doug

Maitland was already a sailor of
8

1940. His first duty at sea was

ing books: “Gunboat 658” and

miles off Iceland that DecemWinter 2011/2012 | The Ensign

ber. His lifeboat was blown up and he clung to a Carley float in the

Maitland wanted it repaired until it was pointed out by one of the

frigid water until rescued. His first taste of action came at the time of

crew that if the seal on the rum bottle was unbroken, it would be

the evacuation of France. He was later accepted into Coastal Forces

replaced by the navy. Thereafter the rum ration was broken over a

and, although he had never been to sea in one, was given command

filter into a decanter and the shot-up locker pointed out as evidence

of an MGB thanks to his deportment as an officer and his high scho-

of the cause of the ‘lost rum.’ As a result, Maitland’s MGB never ran

lastic standing.

out of rum!

The [Fairmile D] MGBs, better known as ‘Dog Boats,’ did a tre-

In battle, all hands were on the edge of their seats all the time. As

mendous job of keeping the supply lines open to Britain in the latter

they say, there were no atheists in foxholes, and there were definitely

part of the war, especially after 1943. The MGB was a small, fast at-

no atheists in the MGBs either! There were also no eight-hour days

tack boat, designed to operate in shallow waters. The typical MGB

in MGBs. The flotilla would leave just before sunset to reach the

was 100 feet long, carried four torpedoes if fitted, and was powered

other coast of the channel under cover of darkness, then would try to

by four Packard engines that developed [a total of] 5,000 HP. It had

get away from there with time enough so that the German air force

two automatic 6-pdr. guns, one fore and one aft, twin Oerlikon, and

didn’t catch an MGB in mid-channel after the sun came up.

two twin point-5 turrets plus four 303’s in dual mountings. They

Back on the coast of England there were frantic efforts to get the

travelled at close to 40 MPH, but as time went on and they were

craft ready for another outing when the sun went down again. Work

loaded with more equipment and ammunition, they could no longer

done, after a couple of scotches and a little sleep, they were ready to

hold that speed. They also couldn’t hold that speed for long without

go again except when there were engine repairs to do or when the

burning a lot of fuel, so until they got to their patrol area, they would

weather didn’t permit. If the seas were so high the MTB didn’t have a

travel on one of the four engines to conserve the 5,000 gals. (Impe-

stable base for a torpedo attack, there was no point in heading across

rial) of high octane gasoline they carried.

the Channel.

Offensively, their job was to stalk the convoy lanes of Holland,

The Royal Navy regulars sneered at these ‘little boats,’ replacing

Belgium and France to intercept German coastal convoys. Then, be-

the Coastal Forces designation with ‘Costly Farces.’ ‘Corny’ Burke

cause the German E-boats were doing exactly the same thing down

didn’t help the flotilla’s reputation at first, initially by misdirecting

the coast of England, MGBs were to intercept these E-boats as they

his skipper’s boat right over an acoustic mine (the boat had its entire

were coming to attack the UK convoys coming down with supplies

stern blown off but fortunately with no casualties). Then, with his

for England. Most of the convoys were colliers loaded with supplies

first command (MTB 90) he’d just completed sea trials and was back

of coal. It took twenty-five of these ships every day just to keep Lon-

at dock when a rating cleaning a Lewis gun on the bridge pulled the

don in coal so that the power plants could keep going. The German

trigger to make sure it was working, not realizing there was a shell in

purpose was to send these colliers to the bottom.

the firing chamber. The shell exploded a box of Oerlikon ammuni-

It was a dangerous line of work and there were many close calls

tion that was sitting on the deck of the MTB they were rafted to and

for all involved. These crews were sitting on top of 5,000 gallons

both boats were blown to smithereens. His trials didn’t end there; on

of 100 octane gasoline. In the aftermath of a gun fight with a Ger-

another occasion Burke and Maitland had crossed the Channel to lie

man E-boat, the marks of tracer bullets that had passed into the fuel

in wait for enemy shipping off the Dutch coast. By 0500, they’d seen

area but didn’t cause an explosion were an indication that the crew’s

nothing so Maitland decided to set off for the return trip. Firing up

‘number’ wasn’t called. This was often due to the resourceful and

their engines, Burke called for “slow ahead” but nothing happened.

quick-thinking skippers. An example of this was an occasion when

He sent a man over the side into the freezing water to check the

Maitland had left harbour in England and was travelling south to

props, only to find out there were none. Turned out that while out of

Gibraltar in heavy following seas. A Focke-Wulf Condor [patrol air-

the water the previous day to put new props on, the dock worker had

craft] was shadowing a damaged U-boat and relayed information of

neglected to put cotter keys on the nuts. As long as there was forward

the ‘Dog Boats’ presence to the submarine which opened fire, hitting

thrust they stayed on, but the minute Burke called for astern to raft to

Maitland’s boat and setting one of the extra fuel tanks on deck on

Maitland, they would have just twirled off. Maitland had to tow him

fire—every skipper’s worst nightmare. Maitland’s instinct took over

back to England, fortunately without incident.

and he jammed all four throttles full ahead and turned hard into the

On January 4th, 1944, the all-Canadian 56th Motor Gun Boat/

waves, washing the flaming gasoline off the decks and putting out the

Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla was formed at Malta under the com-

fire. Afterward he laconically said, “slight casualties only; one petrol

mand of Doug Maitland. It comprised three gunboats (‘Dog Boats’)

tank burned out and considerable experience gained in fire fighting!”

and three torpedo boats. Most of the flotilla’s officers had volun-

One of the side benefits of this encounter was that the shell

teered for Mediterranean duty as early as 1942. Four of its boats had

had passed through the rum locker smashing all four jars of rum.

set sail from Milford Haven in Wales at the end of April 1943. They
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had seen action in Sicily and had been instrumental in the seizure of

an engine. Burke steered away long enough to make hasty, band-aid

the islands of Capri, Corsica, Carrera, Ischia, Prochida and La Mad-

repairs then returned with only starboard engines for power.

delena. In September, they had acted in support of the landings on
the Italian mainland.
In July 1944, the three ‘Dog Boats’ of the ‘Cowboy Flotilla’ arrived

by, they let fly from 200 yards with everything they had. Before the

at Komiza Harbour on the island of Vis in the Adriatic Sea off Yugo-

‘cease fire’ signal was given, all three enemy ships had been reduced

slavia. There they were to harass enemy shipping in support of Tito’s

to burning, lifeless hulks. They moved forward to attack three more

partisans. Canadian intrepidness had already preceded them in the

vessels at the head of the convoy. This time the range was 600 yards.

person of Tommy Fuller, known among the Yugoslavian partisans as

‘The Three Musketeers’ each directed fire at a different target.

the ‘Black Bearded Pirate of the Adriatic.’

Burke’s gunner hit the ammunition locker on MTB 658’s target

The 56th had a lot to live up to, but they wasted no time prov-

and the vessel exploded like a fireworks display. The other two con-

ing their worth. One of the engagements was in the ‘Battle of Mljet.’

voy ships were soon out of action as well. But the night was still far

Mljet, Croatia is characterized by two deep bays which are called

from done.

lakes due to their passages to the open sea. Both bays are surrounded

Maitland’s radar picked up more enemy ships approaching. As

by dense (and dry) Mediterranean vegetation. There is a tiny island

they came into sight, their leader challenged the MTBs by signal

in one of the bays called Melita (Mljet Island). The 56th Flotilla was

light. In response, all three MTBs, a total of 20 guns, opened up on

assigned to patrol the area for enemy shipping.

the schooner which promptly swung away out of the fight, irrepara-

Before they moved into the narrow patrol area that night, ‘The

bly damaged. There were two other German ships holding course

Three Musketeers’ of the 56th Flotilla, senior officer Doug Maitland,

that still required attention. Maitland decided to lie in wait. Fifteen

‘Corny’ Burke and Tom Ladner landed two Royal Marine comman-

minutes went by before the MTBs could make out a schooner with a

does on the northwest end of Mljet Island to act as spotters for enemy

smaller vessel alongside. At 300 yards, the MTBs opened fire. Reyn-

shipping in the channel. Conned by Maitland in MGB 657, who had

olds was amazed that the enemy ships could absorb so much punish-

‘borrowed’ a radar set from the Americans in exchange for gin (their

ment. Finally, however, they were completely silenced.

ships were ‘dry’), they passed information in hushed voices and by

That cleaned out the channel for the night. Maitland now direct-

hand signals, while the silhouettes of their boats were hidden against

ed a mop-up operation. One of the schooners was still afloat. The

the wooded cliffs until the enemy was 300 yards away.

MTBs finished it off with the help of brush fires (I told you it was

They had just started their patrol when Maitland called his fellow
MTBs: “Hallo Dogs, this is Wimp. I have a possible target. Four small
ships moving fast up Mljet Channel. Am steering to intercept.”

dry!), they set on the shore with their tracers, silhouetted against the
firelight, the German ship was a clear target.
The Battle of the Mljet Channel had lasted only five hours, but the

They turned out to be German E-boats, much too fast for the

havoc wreaked in that space of time had far-reaching ramifications.

MTBs to catch, and after a few frustrating minutes they gave up the

Coastal Forces Command lauded it as a “peak performance … in the

chase. Their only consolation was that in the dull, moonless night

light of reports from Intelligence,” the statement of the engagement

they’d probably not been seen themselves. An hour went by, then

read, “it is thought that this action may be described as the shrewdest

Maitland was on the horn again: “Say fellas, I think we’re in luck!

blow that the enemy has suffered on the Dalmation Coast, and well

There are three targets at range three miles just entering the channel

may have speeded the evacuation of the islands.” ‘The Three Muske-

and running down towards us. Come to action stations and get into

teers’ had done themselves proud!

cruising line to port. I shall wait as long as I can before attacking.”

10

The MTBs now approached for a second attack, this time from
astern, zeroing in on an E-boat and two landing craft. As they sailed

Not all of it was dangerous work; there were definitely play times

After 20 minutes, Maitland announced: “Target now clearly eight

as well. The night before they left Malta for Sicily, ‘The Three Mus-

or nine ships.” Burke, on the bridge of MTB 658, peered through his

keteers’ ended up at a wild party ashore in a bar that was also crowd-

binoculars. “Three in sight,” he told his Number One, Rover Reyn-

ed with officers of the 51st Highland Division, all extremely cocky.

olds, “Right ahead.” Maitland waited until the enemy vessels were al-

Things heated up when the Scots began dancing on the tables, which

most on top of them before giving the order to attack, barking: “Here

Ladner said led to ‘ruderies’ occurring between the Scot and the Ca-

we go, Dogs! Speed eight knots. Attacking on port bow. Tommy light

nadians. Maitland stole the show when a Scot dancing on Maitland’s

them up please. Range is 500 yards!” Off went the starshells, and

table challenged: “I bet you can’t do that!” Maitland responded by or-

the four boats opened up with their pom-poms. Recovering from

dering a sherry in a long-stemmed glass, drinking it down and then

that hefty barrage, the German vessels fired right back. Burke’s MTB

calmly eating the bowl of the glass! The crowd that gathered watched

was badly hit. He sent Reynolds below to inspect the damage. A

in awed silence. Maitland put down the stem of the glass and said,

40 mm shell had torn a jagged hole in the port side, knocking out

“Now sir, I’ve left the greatest delicacy for you. How about it?” The
Winter 2011/2012 | The Ensign

party ended when the Military Police broke up the full-out brawl that

Given their swashbuckling ways, it is amazing that all three came

later erupted on the dance floor. After leaving Malta for Sicily they

back to tell the tale. I suspect it was a combination of intellect, in-

were stationed in the harbour of Augusta. Their job was to patrol the

stinct, daring and good luck; complimented by the occasional gin

Straits of Messina, which turned out to be a very boring job. To re-

and Campari.

lieve the tedium, they rafted together on a buoy outside the harbour
and had, in Ladner’s words, “one hell of a party!” By midnight they

FOOTNOTES:

were sufficiently ‘juiced’ that when Maitland bet $50 he could put a

1

torpedo through the harbour gates, his challenge was accepted by the

characters in the long running comic strip “Popeye.”

Harbour Master who was aboard for the party. He lost the bet; the

2

torpedo hit the lighthouse on one side of the entrance with a horren-

were fitted with torpedo launchers.

Wellington Wimpy, generally referred to as “Wimpy,” is one of the
The essential difference between the MTB and MGB was that MTBs

dous explosion. This led to several US warships in the harbour opening up with salvos of their own, since they were [allegedly] paid any

This article was originally published in the RVYC’s ‘Seabreeze,’ and

time they manned their guns. Maitland was severely reprimanded

I thank David Williams for granting permission for it to be shared in

the following morning but escaped punishment.
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Mooseheads recognize
Canadian fallen

O

n November 4th, 2011, the Halifax Moosehead
hockey team recognized the past and present serving members of the Canadian Forces by wearing
‘NAVY’ sweaters and by reserving 158 seats in the lower bowl
of the MetroCentre in memory of all the fallen from Afghanistan. Placards on each seat were sent to families.
Source: Trident (November 14, 2011)

Ian MacCorquodale | The Ships of Canada’s Naval Forces, 3rd edition

Content wanted
for The Ensign
The next issue of The Ensign is
planned for April. If you have any
content you think would be appropriate,
please send it to Editor, Scott Hausberg
at hausberg@shaw.ca

From the navy trivia file..

T

he SS Edmund Fitzerald was a Great Lakes freighter that sunk
in poor weather on Lake Superior on November 10, 1974. In
1995, HMCS Cormorant (2nd) was used to recover the ship’s
bell from the wreck. The Cormorant started life as an Italian trawler and
was commissioned into the RCN as a diving support vessel in 1978.
She was paid off in 1997 and in 2009, was sold to an American with
plans to refit her. Today, she remains docked in the LaHave River near
Halifax, her fate uncertain.
Source: Calgary Military Museums Society’s Facebook page “Militrivia.”
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The Naval Museum of Alberta

is located at The Military Museums
4520 Crowchild Trail, SW, Calgary, Alberta T2T 5J4
Telephone 403-974-2807

Admission Prices

Adults $10.00, Seniors $5.00, Youth 7-17 $4.00
Serving personnel (past and present) and their families FREE
NMAS members FREE • Ample free parking

Hours of operation

Monday to Friday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Weekends and holidays 9:30 am to 4:00 pm

The Naval Museum of Alberta Society
1820 - 24th Street, SW, Calgary AB T2T 0G8
Telephone 403-242-0002
Facsimile 403-240-1966
execdir@navalmuseumsociety.ca
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Cdr (Ret) Scott Hausberg
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